Blockchain Application Developers of the Year
Aurachain
Aurachain makes blockchain technology accessible for enterprises, whilst at
the same time, streamlining and enhancing the internal and external trustbased collaboration of ecosystem partners and operational participants.
Aurachain is a Zurich-based company that has developed the only low-code
automation platform on the market for the rapid creation and deployment of both
digital process applications and smart contract applications, hosted on Blockchain
networks.
The Aurachain platform reduces application development cycles from months, or
years, to weeks or even days; providing a visual development environment that
simplifies and accelerates even the most complex process automation applications.
All while promoting cross-team participation and a collaborative approach to
development that allows business experts to express themselves in familiar terms.
On top of this, by adding a top layer on any private or public blockchain environment,
Aurachain makes blockchain technology accessible for enterprises, whilst at the same
time, streamlining and enhancing the internal and external trust-based collaboration
of ecosystem partners and operational participants. By using this unique approach
to smart contract development, the Aurachain platform automates up to 95% of
blockchain code and rapidly integrates applications with legacy systems and existing
data, allowing organisations to respond with unmatched pace and agility to new
market challenges.
The judges were particularly excited by the release of V3.4 of the Aurachain platform in
December 2019 which further improves its low-code functionality, by adding a smart
contract designer module that makes blockchain apps easier and faster to build and
use, whilst also providing deeper insights and greater level of detail into application
performance and process bottlenecks. Judge Andrew Walsh commented: “Blockchain
technology has an integral role to play in the current economic environment and the
rapid development of Aurachain is helping businesses maximise the results achieved
through its innovative solution to problems in smart contract development, and faster
adoption for a wide assortment of commercial and consumer applications.”
With more than 14 years of specialised experience in the area of high-performance
automation and 100+ process governance solutions delivered to clients across
17+ countries, Aurachain supports companies in successfully reconfiguring critical
elements of their operating profile for the achievement of market strategic goals and
becomes a bridge between current enterprise platforms and business ecosystems
of the future.
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